FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

MSR

Trail Mini Solo Cook Set
$98.95 $89.00

Details

Specifications

At the size of a large mug, with a nesting design and a
minuscule weight - the Trail Mini Solo Cook Set from MSR is
a great fast and light option for one. This set comes with a
0.75L hard-anodised aluminium pot, BPA free bowl, a clear
lid with straining ports, and an ultralight mini pot lifter - which
all nest together to fit into the included stuff sack. The lid and
bowl are made from polypropylene which is BPA free and hot
and cold safe, while the hard-anodised aluminium pot
provides lightweight durability. Designed to be the perfect
volume to make enough hot water for a substantial cup of
coffee or a pouch meal, the pot also has an insulated grip so
you can drink from it directly. Incredibly compact and
minimalistic - the Trail Mini Solo Cook Set from MSR is
perfect for the lone adventurer. Packed nesting design is the
size of a large mug Hard anodised aluminium boils water for
a large cup of coffee or one pouch mealFits separately
available PocketRocket 2 Stove and a 113g MSR fuel
canister inside Lid and bowl made from BPA free hot and
cold safe polypropylene Insulated pot grip so it can be used
for eating and drinking Includes: 0.75L hard-anodised
aluminium pot, BPA free bowl, clear lid with straining ports,
ultralight mini pot lifter, and stuff sack

Snowys Code:

144764

Supplier Code:

F661 10374

External Dimensions:

Aluminium Pot - 10.3L x 10.3W x 10.3
/ 13H cm | Hot &amp; Cold Bowl - 10L
x 10W x 8.2H cm

Packed Dimensions:

10.3L x 10.3W x 13H cm

Capacity:

0.750 L

Material:

Aluminum | Plastic

Weight:

0.210 Kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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